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Our History

Mountain Life was born on a Whistler chairlift in 2002. Company founders and good
friends Glen Harris and Jon Burak asked themselves, “How can we live this lifestyle and
feel good about what we do?” Both were recent graduates of the Capilano College
Outdoor Recreation Management program, so they tapped into their newfound
knowledge and personal experiences from exploring the mountains to launch a regional
publication that had diversity as its core offering.
With the help of a talented team of editors and designers, the brand kept growing
steadily into the collective conscience of outdoor media — its success born from
creative content, world-class photography and a whole lot of hustle. Another issue
was printed, then another. Awards and trophies were won, titles were added, books
became thicker and less mistakes were made. The talent pool of contributors took
notice. Advertisers were convinced. When the digital craze took off, ML became more
than just a magazine — and our die-hard regional readership spread its wings to more
than 65 countries.
Fourteen years later, Mountain Life is about the good stuff. Friendships, creativity,
authenticity, exploration, positive environmental strides, and stoke all around.
And we still have chairlift meetings on powder days.
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About Us The Sum of Many Parts

Mountain Life Media is a niche media group comprised of a small but
passionate team of individuals who are driven to tell meaningful, relevant
stories. We produce award-winning content that connects our readers to the
fascinating world of the mountain kingdom and beyond. Thanks to intelligent
design, creative art direction and stunning photography, our publications,
website and events are among the most well-respected in the industry, and
the key to our success as a brand.

We seek to showcase the extraordinary characters and epic adventures
from coast to coast to coast in Canada’s vast and varied wilderness, and
all throughout the world, shining a bright light on the rich culture that the
mountains represent. People from all ages and walks of life read our print
and digital content to get inspired to make stories of their own.
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Magazines Overview

Mountain Life Annual
Our flagship national publication is a beautiful
coffee-table magazine. 12,000 copies, published every July.
p. 6
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ML Coast Mountains

ML Blue Mountains

Below Zero˚

West Coast
18,000 copies, published three
times a year
p. 7

Ontario
18,000 copies, published four
times a year
p. 8

Canada-wide
18,000 copies published
every October. Showcasing
ALL avenues of snow culture,
resorts and winter sports.
p. 9
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Some of those that make it happen
GLEN HARRIS

JON BURAK

TODD LAWSON

BRYAN GRUNDMANN

AMÉLIE LÉGARÉ

PUBLISHER & FOUNDER

PUBLISHER & CO-FOUNDER

PUBLISHER & PHOTO EDITOR

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT MANAGER

ART DIRECTOR & PRODUCTION MANAGER

Glen, who has lived throughout British Columbia, currently resides

Jon, originally from Ontario, moved to B.C. in the early 90s to

Todd has spent the past 20 years of his life in a quest for diversity in

Bryan Grundmann learned to ski at a young age on the slopes of

Hailing from “La Belle Province” of Quebec, Amélie fell in love with

in the Georgian Bay area of Ontario. While he does manage to get

explore the Coast Mountains on snow and water. After many years

the worlds of sport, travel and the outdoors. His passion for travel

Georgian Peaks and then joined the workforce at Blue Mountain

the Coast Range a decade and a half ago while riding on a bluebird

in lots of ski days as well as spend time with his lovely wife and

of guiding and adventure, he partnered with buddy Glen Harris to

has taken him to 62 countries on 5 continents, and he dedicates his

Resort for the free ski pass. While attempting to avoid adult life

pow day. She ran away from her job in a concrete building without

two kids, he does still get pretty choked at West-Coasters when

co-found Mountain Life Media. He balances his publisher duties

time and energy to spreading his photography and travel stories for

at university, Bryan would take the winter semester off and come

windows, moved west, and started a design company focused on

they constantly send email reminders of how much snow there is

with deep powder days, river trips, surf trips and international

the benefit of others in third-world countries. Todd currently lives

back to the Blue Mountains area to run a satellite shop for Squires

outdoor recreation. Besides winning numerous design awards and

and how big the hills are. Glen’s many years of publishing, writing

travel. Jon has settled in Squamish with partner Kar and two boys,

in Whistler, B.C. with his partner Christina Tottle and their daughter

John’s Ski Shop. After 12 years at ML things are still rolling and he

maintaining a client list as long as a downhill racing ski, Amélie

and photography experience along with his honest and laidback

Levi and Koa.

Seanna. “I have amazing friends and family whose passion and

spends weekends with his family at Beaver Valley Ski Club and

still finds time to snowboard all winter, wakesurf and bike in the

spirit always inspire me to strive for the best life possible.”

tries to jam in as many ski trips as he can without getting a divorce.

summer and travel around the world in between.

demeanour are a definite asset to the Mountain Life crew.

LESLIE ANTHONY

FEET BANKS

NED MORGAN

TAYLOR GODBER

BEN OSBORNE

EDITOR, MOUNTAIN LIFE ANNUAL

EDITOR, MOUNTAIN LIFE COAST MOUNTAINS

EDITOR, MOUNTAIN LIFE BLUE MOUNTAINS

BELOW ZERO EDITOR

NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION MANAGER

Leslie Anthony is a writer, editor, and filmmaker with interests in

Feet was raised in the Northern BC wilderness without electricity

Ned lived in Toronto for many years and took what he needed (a

Healthy lifestyle advocate, purveyor of fun, and adventure

Born and raised in the epicentre of the snowboard world in

popular science, environment, action sports, and adventure travel.

and his first friend was a rooster named Houdini. At age 12 his family

degree from U of T as well as editing, publishing and communications

enthusiast, Taylor spends her winter months in the Whistler and

Burlington, Vermont, Ben has had some sort of board under his

His PhD in Zoology belies a career that includes Managing Editor

moved to Whistler to live the dream. Hiking, skiing and ocean canoe

experience) but left behind what he didn’t need (gridlock, air

the remainder of the year in destinations with surf. Her platform of

arm since he was three years old. Chasing snow, big mountains,

of Powder, Creative Director of Skier, and Editor of internationally

trips proved to be the highlights of his high school years. After

pollution). In 2007, Ned moved back home to the Blue Mountains

advocacy stems from her position as an athlete in snowboarding,

and the endless activities of the west coast, Ben pursued a B.A. in

acclaimed Peak Performance Journal. Author of the ski adventure

graduating from university, Feet returned home to the mountains

region of Ontario. He is a seasoned editor and copywriter. When

continually pushing the envelope of possibilities for women in sport.

Geography from University of British Columbia. Upon graduating,

book White Planet, he also resides on the masthead of several

where he co-directed and produced the iconic ski film Parental

not working in his home office, Ned can be found taking notes and

Her objective is to create insightful content by any means possible

he headed straight for Squamish, B.C. and currently resides there

North American ski and outdoor magazines, and his work appears

Advisory. Feet is based in Squamish, hosts many Whistler events,

pictures while hiking, biking or skiing through the woods.

that sparks engagement in readers and viewers to continue their

and spends his spare time snowboarding, and sneaking in a surf

annually in twelve countries in seven languages.

writes a movie column and freelances for numerous outdoor mags.

evolutionary path and discover their limitless potential.

trip whenever possible.
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Mountain Life Annual A Closer Look
Telling the Story

PRINT DISTRIBUTION

Our mission is to craft stories that
stand the test of time. In fiver short
years, Mountain Life Annual has
become a well-respected voice in
the outdoor media world. Elegantly
designed and well-thought-out, MLA’s
package of premium, targeted print
and international digital media helps
us showcase your brand to millions
of people annually. Our editors work
together to publish the most impactful
content that resonates with our
diverse readership.

We focus most of our efforts on getting MLA into the right hands. With the perfect blend
of targeted distribution, MLA is delivered from coast to coast throughout Canada, with
exceptional sell-through rates on the newsstand. And our new involvement with Air
Canada’s Maple Leaf Lounges and Fairmont Hotels puts our publication into an elite
demographic of readers. Here is how we distribute 12,000 copies of the magazine.

Your brand’s presence in Mountain
Life Annual involves premium visibility
in a fully-integrated print, digital
and social media platform that runs
on all cylinders, all the time — from
September 1, 2019 to August 31, 2020.
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NUMBER
OF COPIES

LOCATION

3,000

Fairmont Hotels (Jasper, Banff, Lake Louse & Whistler)

1,500

Air Canada Maple Leaf Lounge program

1,000

REI (Recreational Equipment, Inc) in the US

1,000

Banff Mountain Film & Book Festival

1,500

Six Private Ski Clubs in the Georgian Bay of Ontario

1,000

95 Chapters/Indigo stores across Canada

1,000

MULTIPLICITY — our flagship fundraiser at the WSSF

500

Subscriptions, Outdoor Retailer, SIA and other industry events

500

Heliskiing and Backcountry Lodges throughout Canada

1,000

All 12 CMH Heli-Skiing & Summer Adventures Lodges











Mountain Life Coast Mountains A Closer Look
Hotel
Rooms
20%

Published 3 times a year, we seek to
showcase the extraordinary characters and
epic adventures from British Columbia’s
Coast Mountains, shining a bright light
on the rich culture that the mountains
represent. People from all ages and walks of
life read our print and digital content to get
inspired to make stories of their own.

High Traffic
Locations 20%

Outdoor Retail
Locations 35%

Tradeshows
& Events 5%

PRINT DISTRIBUTION

ANNUAL CIRCULATION

54,000

Mountain Life is proudly showcased
at more than 700 hotels, shops,
professional offices and high-traffic
areas in British Columbia’s Coast
Mountains, with a focus on Vancouver,
Squamish and Whistler.

TOTAL READERSHIP

325,000

PICK-UP RATE

99%
PAGE 7 OF 15

Cafes &
Restaurants
15%

Professional
Offices 5%
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Mountain Life Blue Mountains A Closer Look
Since its inception in 2003, Mountain Life Blue
Mountains has been promoting this world-class
playground, which boasts the best skiing and boarding
in Ontario, and is within reach of Toronto. In Canada,
Blue Mountain is second only to Whistler Blackcomb
in annual visits (1.5 million). On top of this we also
target the locals and the weekenders including all six of
Ontario’s private ski clubs (5,000+ weekender families)
benefiting from the consistent lake-effect snow. This
UNESCO Biosphere Reserve Niagara Escarpment region
brings the crowds outside to ski, board, hike, bike, climb,
paddle, and surf.

ANNUAL CIRCULATION

TOTAL READERSHIP

72,000

340,000

PICK-UP RATE

99%
Outdoor Shops 35%

PRINT DISTRIBUTION
Over 4,000 copies per issue go exclusively in-room at all Blue Mountain
accommodation units including The Westin, the Georgian Hotel and the
Cranberry Village.
We are proudly showcased at premier shops and high-traffic areas in
surrounding communities including Collingwood, Thornbury, Barrie,
Creemore, Owen Sound and the Bruce Peninsula. Mountain Life is also
distributed at select Toronto outdoor retailers, private ski clubs in the Blue
Mountain region and the Beaver Valley.

Hotel Rooms
& Lobbies 20%

Private Ski
Clubs 15%

High Traffic
Locations 20%

Professional
Offices 5%
Tradeshows
& Events 5%
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Below Zero˚ by Mountain Life A closer look
Below Zero˚ is a Canada-wide publication dedicated to showcasing ALL
avenues of snow culture, resorts and winter sports and the visionaries
and personalities behind it all. It’s a magazine that celebrates and
supports the common denominator in all of us—that uncompromising
desire to seek adventure in below-zero temperatures, by any means
necessary. The newest title to join Mountain Life’s current, awardwinning publications, Below Zero˚ strives to deliver a collection of
stories told through timeless photographs and authentic stories from
some of the most respected voices in the outdoor community. Old
Man winter sticks around for a long time up here in the North, and we
couldn’t be more stoked about that. Game on…

DISTRIBUTION DETAILS OF 18,000 COPIES
4000

Toronto Snow Show

1000

Calgary Snow Fest - Ski, Snowboard & Outdoor Adventure Show

1000

The Ottawa Ski, Snowboard & Travel Show

1000

Vancouver Outdoor Adventure & Travel Show

3000

Air Canada Maple Leaf Lounges

2000

PATH Network (Toronto Business district)

1000

Calgary and The Rockies (Banff, Jasper, Canmore, Lake Louise)

2000

Private Ontario Ski Clubs (Osler Bluff, Craigleith, Alpine, Georgian
Peaks, Devil’s Glen, Beaver Valley and Blue Mountain Village)

2500

Whistler, Squamish & Pemberton (Canada’s Skiing Mecca)

500

B.C. Heli and Cat Skiing Lodges

LAUNCHES EVERY YEAR AT THE
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Social Media & Custom Content Integration

Let us build authentic
content for your brand; it’s
what we do best. Whether
it’s a week-long social media
takeover by one of your
athlete representatives, or
multi-post online campaigns
with geo-targeted social
support, we know how to
speak to your audience in an
authoritative and credible
voice. Our writers will
work with you to plan and
strategize custom content
and social campaigns that
drive traffic to your site and
create awareness of your
brand initiatives.
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Contests

Our digital team will design and activate a contest open to residents of Canada
(option to add the US) and post it on www.mountainlifemedia.ca/contests.
The contest landing page will be created using your brand’s logo, visuals and
message, and will contain not only the contest entry form, but on-brand call-toactions to send users to your website – as well as social sharing buttons to extend
the reach of the contest. These contests see great interaction with our audience
and produce solid numbers and exceptional ROI.

Opt-in email addresses for your marketing team are a key item here.

CASE STUDY

Elan Skis
 TIMEFRAME
30 Days
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 ENTRIES
6,282

 FACEBOOK REACH
4,744

IMPRESSIONS
7139

 SUBSCRIBERS
6,282
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Our Flagship Event MULTIPLICITY

Adventure stories are best told first-hand and with a hefty dose of authenticity. Now in its
sixth year, the event features unique stories from around the globe delivered up close and
personal by world-class athletes, explorers and outdoor personalities.
Combining photography, video and top-shelf storytelling, MULTIPLICITY has quickly become
the hottest new event at the World Ski and Snowboard Festival.
“I was blown away,” says bestselling author/adventurer Bruce Kirkby. “Multiplicity is a beautiful
reminder–in this era of distraction, hype, texts and tweets–that a good, simple story is still king.
Especially the bare-knuckled, whiskey-scented, gut-wrenching, mind-scrambling, tear-laced
campfire variety.”
A flagship fundraiser for the Spearhead Huts Project, the event has been described as “a TED
Talk on adrenaline,” and “the most inspiring night of the year”. Kirkby, a previous keynote
speaker calls it, “the biggest, brightest storytelling gathering of its kind. Grab yourself a seat
before they’re gone...”
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Our Demographics
QUICK STATS
48%

52%

Average HHI cad

$102K

YT + NT + NU

Owns a home

Age

32% are 30-39 yrs old
24% are 40-49 yrs old
24% are 50+ yrs old
19% are 18-29 yrs old

1%

68%
Plans on purchasing

BC

44%

37%

AB

MB

8%

1%

QC

SK

Average amount our readers plan
to spend on winter equipment in
the next 18 months
cad

ON

1%

Numbers of times/week our readers
take part in outdoor activity/adventure

7%

44%

5.3 summer
4.5 winter

$2,550

WORLDWIDE
WHICH ACTIVITIES DO YOU PARTICIPATE IN?
Hiking/Trekking

77%

Skiing

48%

Paddlesports

48%

Mountain Biking

40%

Photography

34%

Snowboarding
Fishing
Climbing

31%
28%

1.

Canada

6.

Germany

2.

United States

7.

France

3.

United Kingdom

8.

Switzerland

4.

Australia

9.

Japan

5.

Sweden

10. Norway

top

10

21%

Combined data based on digital analytics and 2017 MLA readership survey
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PE + NS + NL + NB

1%

Website & Social Media

WEBSITE REACH
MOUNTAINLIFEMEDIA.CA

Sessions

Users

Pageviews

Monthly Average

63,868

58,606

75,041

Monthly Median

22,220

18,655

30,126

12 Month +/– (Median)

+138%

+136%

+132%

Note: Although average is a commonly used statistic, median is often used to express a “middle” value in a set of data (aka, the general tendency or trend). While the average and median can be the same or
nearly the same, they are different if there are a few extreme values (spikes in traffic). In this case, the average is significantly influenced by these ‘spikes’ and doesn’t accurately represent the majority of the
values. In these circumstances, the median represents the general tendency better than the average.

SOCIAL MEDIA COMPARISONS
Facebook
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Twitter

Instagram

Mountain Life

22,356

5,071

12,600

Ski Journal

9,056

558

46,600

Frequency

7,560

978

10,200

Snowsports Media (S Media)

10,501

1,563

5,882

The Snowboarder’s Journal

20,180

N/A

21,700

Coast Culture Group

7,915

1,846

5,446

Ski Canada

3,435

8,653

1,199

Forecast Ski Magazine

2,265

1,068

11,200















Thank You!
We hope all of your days in the
mountains are as good as this.

BLAKE JORGENSON
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